FEEBLE Minded Kings Head.
I went cos there was 4 bands
on for 40p. When I got there
Teenage Rebels had, n't bothered
turning up, neither had the reptiles
APX came on, with Steve 'm, on bass.
Everybody hated them.
Staring like morons they completely
ignored them.
Feeble Minded on next and spent half
the time arguing amongst each other.
quite a depressing night really.

MARTYN
(wt colk)

'HeAR nothing' 'SEE nothing'

DEAR READERS AND DEDICATED,
FANTASTIC READERS TO SAY
THE LEAST OF NO COMMENT (GROVEL, GROVEL)
JUST THOUGHT I'D WRITE A FEW WORDS
TO LET ALL YOU PEOPLE KNOW THAT WE'RE
FINDING IT HARD TO HANDLE ALL THE MAIL
AND LETTERS WE'RE GETTING FROM YOU.
SERIOUSLY I'M NOT BEING COCKY OR NOTHIN'
BUT WE'RE TRYING TO KEEP NO COMMENT GOING
AS LONG AS POSSIBLE ON MATERIAL THAT WE
PUT IN AND WHAT COMES THROUGH THE LETTER
BOX AS A RESULT OF A FINISHED PRODUCT.

BUT LATELY WE'RE GETTING NO COMMENTS
FROM EVERYONE ON REVIEWS, WRITE-UPS, IF YOU
LIKE THEM OR NOT, REALLY WE NEED YOU TO KEEP
THIS MAG GOING SO IF YOU DISAGREE OR AGREE
WITH ANYTHING, PLEASE DON'T HESITATE TO WRITE
TO:

NO COMMENT,
127 Sunderland Rd,
Gateshead 8.
GAZ (T.C.)
TO THE GARAGE PEOPLE

Have you ever wondered why you wear anarchy signs?

It shows you do not accept the system as it is.

Anarchy is not violence. The minority think anarchy is telling old people to fuck off and smashing telephone boxes.

It is not. Anarchy in the U.K. would mean living in a free non-violent society.

We do not need authority or violence. The two main purposes of anarchy are to free people from human relationships and to free your mind of the systems control.

Don't be misled by police, teachers, politicians etc., who say that in a state of anarchy there would be utter CHAOS and it would be like civil war.

This is not true.

It is a big fucking lie. The people in power tell you this because they are shit scared of losing their authority and power. They want to keep you down trodden and anarchy threatens them because it would mean them losing their status. Don't be misled by the shit media.

Don't notice it. By noticing it you are accepting it is there thereby giving up.

Youth is divided up by the media because they are scared. Punks, mods, ted's, etc. are all names invented by them so we fight amongst ourselves and not the people in power. Fight the system but don't impose anything on anyone or else you are being a total hypocrite.

You haven't the right.

As soon as you impose anything on anyone you are being authoritative.

Anarchy is against authority.

Another mistake people make is to wear swastikas. It might be to shock but the swastika stands for oppression and not punk. The n.f.'s are a bunch of heartless morons.

They are worse than the police or the thatcher regime. If the N.F.'s were in power we'd all be in the army to serve our use to them.

Anarchists would be shot probably.

Destroy all forms of power and have respect for the individual but not the system.

ANARCHY IN THE U.K.

BIG TOOT.
This paper was set up over 3 months ago to provide coverage for music, bands, gigs and fans in the Newcastle and Gateshead area. But it seems that the paper has become more and more a political paper with less and less coverage of music.

Names of bands indicate some political ideals or leanings. Total Chaos seems to imply a desire to create a society free from restricting laws, and the optimism of a free society.

The Model Workers as a name strikes me as being steeped in sarcasm. I think all the members in the band are unemployed.

Blue Lights Flashing needs no explanation for those who know the songs of 'Tanz der Youth' [who the hell does].

The Underdogs, if they are still together [does anyone know?] have a fine pedigree of a name. Music in the past has been a vehicle for change. Folk music, rock & roll, psychedelic rock, punk, new wave, futurism etc. etc.

So what I'm asking is just what has politics to do with music, is music to be enjoyed and danced too or is it to shout and scream propaganda.
I wish upon my clouds each day,
My hopes will change a vacant plot,
A place to park, reflect on May,
I never find the strangest land.

My thoughts explode onto the scene,
Pulled into a reality, where I might have been,
What will I do where do I go,
When my time comes I don't want to know
I'll never be ready to make a choice
So my direction rests on another's voice.

Andi in a creative mood.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Find 10 groups in the list below:

Find 10 groups in the list below:

1) CLEUHSPCDFSYERI (10, 4)
2) YSDOONITIJV (3, 8)
3) EGOKKNLILIJI (7, 4)
4) GAHEUUMNEA (5, 6)
5) NNOOLEYS (4, 4)
6) ROGGAONUF (4, 2, 4)
7) OSMANRE (7, 4, 8)
8) NEDDONAKED (7, 2, 4)
9) HAHAREOFETET (6, 5)
10) SNPOORLISG (6, 5)

As many words with 4 or more letters, no names, no plurals, etc., one 9 letter word. Target: 40 words
GRAFFITI IN A PUBLIC TOILET:
1) ALL COPPERS ARE BASTARDS!
2) PEOPLE CAN'T HELP WHAT THEY ARE!
3) COPPERS OR BASTARDS?

PSSYCHE.
If there were a nuclear war what record would you put on before your brain explodes and you start shitting blood.

PADDY.

SILENT SCREAM
BALAMBRA'S MUSIC HALL  NEWCASTLE 28th April
I'd heard of Silent Scream's name before but this was the first time I'd seen them and NOT a pleasant experience. They'd probably loved to be tagged as Newcastle's a swer to Spandau Ballet. Though they wouldn't admit it. But are just another bunch of losers, with the right clothes in the right places.

Musically at times they hit it off, with shades of vintage subway sect white noise guitar and a right rythym section, but are possessed with the worst 'singer' I've had the misfortune to clap eyes on, all sub-Lou Reed nothingness. I think their main drawback if they are heading the 'FUTURIST' [horrible word] field is their style of music their playing which is far from being dancable or tunefull and more in line with the likes of a 3rd rate Joy division, without the talent.

I would suggest to them that they've jumped on the bandwagon too late and not having the substance to back up the image.
One fine morning whilst in the tent I had the sudden urge to go to the nearby babbling stone thwaite beck for a drink of water. Such a thirst raged in my throat that I hurriedly rushed down to the waterside forgetting my vessel. The water was rushing past the rocks that were humping and pushing and doing everything in their power to hinder the beck. I pushed my hand in which was mildly dirty on account of crawling out of the tent, and the cold water bit through my skin to the bone. Then I loosely cupped my hand and waited for a moment when I judged I would be able to take most water to my mouth. I lifted my hand up and let the cool liquid squirm in my pallet a while, its cool refreshing bite tasted primitive and alien, some of the cold water about 10° below freezing clung to my chin and some dribbled along my arm and up to my elbow. After successive drinks it reached my armpit and a tiny droplet somehow ran to the end of my nipple. The rest of the water fell through my fingers no matter how or which way I cupped my hands; a portion of it always managed to slip through. Then I realised if I got on my knees and drank from sitting position I would be able to get a much more profitable drink. As I gulped away with my knees on the gritty sand and my face submerged, I realised that lying down would be even more profitable and comfortable as the water would not have to be gulped into an upward climb. Then I climbed into the river and it began to remove my clothes, till eventually I was quite naked. Meanwhile I was busy taking huge two minute gulp-fulls of clean crystal clear water, then I suddenly thought in my head, I wish short stories these days would have good endings.

By Andi
THE REPTILES

H ave rec or ded a 4 track EP cassette. It costs 30p plus 24p post + packing. Also if there is anyone out there with a drum kit + no band, our drummer is leaving soon so get phoeining if you are interested.

The address for cassette is 158 Rectory Road, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear NE8 4RR.

X
999+Total Chaos—Middlesbrough

town hall.

Gaz, Col, Keeks, Martyn, Esther, Paul

went down in the van+gear about
3.30pm. We met at jed’s along with
some cider to get into the spirit
of things.

6 of us sat in Jed’s living room waiting
for his dad to come with the taxi.

After about 20 mins the phone rang.
It was for Jed. He came back in with
a grin on his face “IT’S CANCELLED.” We

all burst out laughing at this sick
joke not wanting to believe he was
telling the truth.

and that was it. Went to the Bridges
to drown our sorrows. About an hour later
those who had gone down to Boro came in
with faces down to their feet.
The rest of the night was spent getting
pissed and trying to cover us the huge
disapointment, making a joke of the whole
FUCK-UP.

DEBORAH.

?????

HARD LINES YOU SUCKERS PAYING TAXXX YOUR PAYING FOR
ANOTHER ROYAL TWAT, IF ANY BODIE ISINTERESTED CRASS
MIGHT BE PLAYING DURHAM OR NEWCASTLE BUT DONT DEPEND
ON IT, IF YOUR SICK OF PULLING YOUR TOOLS WHY NOT
WRITE SOME THING AND SEND IT IN TO US YOU FUCKING
BOREING CUNTS, ALSO IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ON
ANARCHY ALEAFLET ISBEING MADE SO IF YOU WONT US
TO DIE IN WITH IT WE WILL, OR IF YOU HAVE ANY PERVERTED
STORIES OR YOU NOW ANY NEW SEXUAL POSITIONS PLEASE
WRITE IN TO NO COMMENT *" 127 SUNDERLAND ROAD GATESHEAD
TYNE AND WEAR COL TOTAL CHAOS

$ $ £ £
REVOLUTION PART 10

v1) leaders there with his hands in the air
lead your men to war.
He's just gathered all of his followers
To reinforce the status-quo

ch) Same things happened again
Revolution Part 10
Same things happened again
Revolution Part 10.

v2) 5 years previous same thing occurred
Taking over the land.
First no one thought of any dictators
First there was nothing planned
Same things happened again
Revolution Part 10
Same things happened again
Revolution Part 10.

v3) At 10 last night the Ruler was murdered
Everything will be alright
Fat new Bastard waiting to rule
Dying to put things right.
Same things happened again;
Revolution Part 10
Same thing happened again
Revolution Part 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Keeks

THE WORKERS ARE REVOLTING!!-
WE NEED A STRONGER POLICE FORCE!!

Revol
10!

4u2

4u2
STOOLS. (SLANG FOR LUMPS OF SHIT).
I dreamt I saw 10 million STOOLS
and numbness on the land did lie.
Ten million stools, ten million flies,
ten million stools, like big cow pies.
A lump of waste, in a world of shit,
a land where toilets do not fit.
I saw myself kneel down and drool
as I put bare foot in lump of stool.
So join the stools you might feel swell
while I wash foot in the nearest well.
The human race is at its best,
releaving stools with all thier zest,
but some don't jion the robot queue,
and suffer constipation and other things too.
But seek the day when stools run free,
to work in the corporation would not be me.
GAZ (sorry RJS)

VIC GODARD AND SUBWAY SECT.
MAYFAIR, NEWCASTLE '81/5/81
A gig headlined by the Bureau and
attended by barely 100-150 people
which is ridiculous for a venue of
its size.
Its Godards first appearance since
they played on the Buzzcocks tour
in 1978 and he's radically changed
since then.
The set is made up of practically all
new songs, except revamped versions of
'stool pigion' and 'stop that girl' and
even included the old standard 'anything goes'.
The sound now is basically jazz/swing, with
Godard coming over like a sub Sinatra/Bennett,
and his band looking like lost rockabillys.
If he wants success I can't see him achieving
it with this sound though I enjoyed it.
Malc.
THE BIRTHDAY HONOURS

NOW, SEX IS A VERY BEAUTIFUL THING...

AGRESSION
I DON'T WORK I JUST CRAWL AND FIND
A HIDING PLACE YEH FIND A HIDING
PLACE: YOU SEE THEY DON'T THINK THEY
JUST FUCK THEY DON'T FEEL OH NO SUCH LUCK
THEY DON'T CARE THEY THINK WHERE JUST FOOLS
THEY SEE NO REAL REASON FOR CHANGING THE RULES
I WONDER IF THERE REALLY CONTENT WITH THERE
LIFES I WONDER IF THEY REALLY CONTENT AFTER
FUCKING THEIR WIFES IF THERE SO CONTENT
THEN WHY ALL THE AGRESSION:
IF YOUR SO CONTENT THEN WHATS WITH
YOUR AGRESSION...